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PREFACE

This Memorandum is part of a current study of the strategy and tactics of
air interdiction being conducted, under Air Force Project Rand. It is directed
at the question of worthwhile target systems tbr interdiction attack. The analy-
sia is shoit and preliminary, and, the intent is to point out the importance of
considering military unit movements as profitable interdiction targets.

The author is grateful to Edmund Dews of The Rand Corporation for first
posing the question as to the nature and magnitude of the "redeployment/re-
supply"ratio. He is also grateful to Rand colleagues Robert Helmbold, Donald
V. Palmer, and Frederick M. Sallagar for their careflul reading of a draft and
for many helpfiul suggestions-some of which will have to be deferred to a later
study.
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SUMMARY

In many tactical situations, the movements of military units appear to be
more lucrative targets fbr interdiction than are their supply lines. Significantly
more road -or railway capacity is needed for a Uinit move than for its daily
resupply requirement; the unit may not accomplish its mission if it is delayed
in reaching its planned battlefield location, Furthermore, supplies can be stock-
piled over time-whereas unit mobility cannot.

A "redeployment/resupply ratio" has been used to make simple quantita-
tive comparisons of the movement of a division's equipment a.i contrasted with
the transportation of supplies for a day's consumption, taking into account the
temporary surge increase in road capacity that can be isorbed for a short-
duration redeployment but that cannot be sustained over a long period of
resupply movements. The assumptions used are biased somewhat toward mini-
mizing the ratio.

Road movement yields a unit redeployment/resupply ratio of about 6:1 on
a gravel road and almost 8&1 on a paved road. This ratio was developed using
a U.S. infantry division-as a base. Road movement of a military unit should
consume six to eight times as much of a road's surge capacity as that-unit's
daily resupply cofisumies of the road's average-steady-state capacity. A much
larger redeployment/resupply ratio, between 127:1 ard 145:1, was derived for
movements by rail.

When such ratios are considered in relation to the time urgency often
associated with the movement of combat forces, countermobiity interdiction
should be given careful attention in conflicts involving large units of regular
military forces; the value of air interdiction-should not be assessed on the
results of supply line harassment alone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The word "interdiction" evokes the picture of comparable, many more tons and vehicles ate in-
trucks, trains or oxcarts moving ammunition and volved in a division movement than in a day's supply
other military supplies forward, with air power usid for that division. The indication is that a division
against these vehicles and their routes in an attempt move is considerably more vulnerable to attacks di-
to stop or reduce the volume of flow. But as interdic- rected against road capacity than that division's sup-
tion , ampaigns of the last thirty years have shown, ply line would be. Part ofthe emphasis on movement
supply movements are difficult to stop. Further, if over a single road is aimply a device for pointing up
strategists and planners equate interdiction with the problem. The comparisons between unit m'•ove-
stopping supplymovements, then decide that the lat- ment and- resupply should still hold if the road net
ter job cen't be done v3ry well, and cut our interdic- is more dense but interdiction of either would
tion capability, the nation might lose capability that become more diflicult.t
would be very useful against targets far more impor- It is possible for a division to be supported by or
tant than those generally idenitified with supply in- moved over a single road, even in countries with
terdiction. developed road netvorks. WorldWar II provides ex-

Recently two-Rand analysts have begun to exam- amples. Liddell Hart, writing of the German ar-
ine delay-as being itself ah objective uider certain mored advance after the near-collapse of French-re-
circurmstances, andthe movement of comfit forces, -sistance in 1940, quotes General Blun etritt:
rather than supply networks, supplies and, supply "When a place was defendod, -the bombers were
vehicles, as the interesting target. It has been ar- called up to ittack it, 3nd then thn advanced detach-
gued' that-countermobility interdiction should be ment of the division took it; meanwhile the bulk of
clearly distinguished from supply-denial interdic- the division, without leaving the road, usually
tion, with different objectives and pay-off functions waited in a long column (nearly a hundred miles in
agnd partly different target systems, For countermo- length) until the road ahead was clear."' In-the Ger-
bility interdiction, surge movement of combat units man withdrawal from the Gustav Line during the
rather than steady-state movement ofsupplies would Italian campaign in World War II, as many as three
be the focus of attention: time would be of the es- divisions relied on a single road. In World War I, the
sence. many French divisions defending Verdun depended

This Memorandum is an initial attempt to pro- on a single road and a single light railway.
vide a quantitative basis for comparing unit move- The supply quantity used in the comparisons is
ments with unit supply lines as targets for iriterdic- the quantity consumed in one day, often called a
tion. It is based on U.S. Army unit tables of equip- "day of supply." A day is a logical time period to use
ment and standard supply planning factors. for division moves, because a substantial move in a

A division is a coherent military organization day or two is both possible and militarily significant
that may move as a unit, and is also a convenient one in many tactical situations. An hour or two is too
for analysis. If the movement distances are at all short for a major unit move; a week or two is longer

than many battles last. So the task comparable tG a

S•"Frederick M. Ssllagar in a study oi'nterd!ctsn in italy dur.
in& World Wa.- II, andFdmund Dews in a study ofsome hypotheti- tAnalysis of the characteristics or non-division, non-single-catl rATO contingencies; there studies are as yet unpublished, road movements is to be the subject of further study.
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time-important division move is logically the supply comrmand and control of the move. Vehicle break-
transportation required fbr a day of combat, not for downc. art, ignored. POL for the redeployment and
an hour or a week. for th,/, resupply trucks is assumed to be available

Comparative demands on road spaice for division when and whore needed, without any special alloca-
movement "rod ibr supply transport have been ex- tion of' road capacity to move it to a point where
pressed using the "redeployment/resupply ratio," vehicles are serviced. These and cther requirements
defined and-discussed in Section IV. may involve demands on road capacity, but the na-

Several factors that must be considered in an ac- ture and degree of thes, demands will depend on the
tual deployment have been omitted for this preximi- details oe'the movement and whether redeployment
nary analysis. Assembly of the redeployment divi- is ferward, lateral, toward or away from depots and
sion is assumed to take place rapidly enough so that surip!y dumps. They are scencrio-specific, and sce-
individual units be-in the redoploymnent as soon as noriot; have not been generated for this preliminary
road space is available to thenm. There is no treat- an•alysis.
meat of traffic congestion at th. destination, or of

.!
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-- 1I. TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS
FOR A DIVISION MOVEMENT

DIVISION SIZE 100 tractors for tractor/trailer combinations

3700 independently-moving vehicler
The size of a division varies conoiderably between 2400 towed units, trailers, and semi-trailers•:,' national armies, with the 11S. division tendir~g to be

larger than others. If we think of tne USAF as the 6i00 total vehicles

interdicting force, then the logical division to da-
scribe is one from the Soviet army o fr om a Warsaw We will assu.me that all tracked vehicles move on
'Pact satellite, But for this pu pose the force size used their own, because we wish to deal with a pure case
is not critical; the aim is to compare the movement -that in which all elements ofthe division travel by
of a fairly large ground force to the movement of the rcad Subsequently we consider another pure cse-
supplies this force requires, and secondarily to com- that in which all elements travel by rail. Note that
pare both unit movement and supply movement to even if the 300 tracked vehicles came by rail, the

the capacity of a road or a railway line. t vehicles involved in a division movement by
Because information on U.S. Army divisions i road would be only slightly diminished.If tank trans-

readily available and unclassified, division equip- porters were used to save wear on tank treads, the
ment data and supply consumption rates from FM- vehicle count would not change.
101_10_12 are used for these comparisons. The reia- Reference 2 does provide for some additional
tionship between unit size and unit supply consump. trucks; 5 light truck companies, with 45 cperabln
tion should be about the same for any modern, mech- trucks per company, are nee-d.d because the division
anized army in non-nuclear ground warfare. The fol- is not quite mobile with its organic equipment., This
lowing comparisons should be reasonably applicable adds 225 vehicles. The total has been rounded to
to a ground fbrce which (1) moves by vehicle (not 4000 in the following computations. There are 88
necessarily all organic to the divibion; but no one has helicopters, which should be able to move under
to walk), (2) is about the size of a U.S. infantry divi- their own power.
sion, and (3) has supply requirements typical ofthose
of a U.S. division in the front line in DEurope in 1944-
1945.

The U.S. infantry division of Chapter 7, Section ROAD REQUIREMENTS
III of Ref. 2 has about 3700 vehicles, counting trac-
tor/semi-trailer combinations as one vehicle and
disregarding other trailers. The breakdown is some- If the division must move forward or laterally
thing like this: over a single road, estimates of the road capacity can

be obtained from Army sources, with some help from
3300 tracks, jeeps, etc. previous Rand work. The following computations

300 tracked vehicles and self-propelled artil-
lery 'See Table 6-2 of Ref. 2.
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are based on the "speedometer multiplier" concept, slower units. For instance, whether tanks are on
which is explained in detah in Ref. 3, now obsolete. transparters or moving under their own power, a 15
It .as also used as thie basis for Ref. 4. The current mph average may be the fastest we can expect, be-
Army motor transport operations manual" relirs to cause ary sharp curve will have to be negotiated
the speedometer multiplier, but does noL explain its slowly.
tase To be precise about the timing of such a move it

The doctrine ef Ref. 3 •ncournges us'• ,f a "gee- is necessary to deal in specific assumptions about
erned column" movement using the "speedometer stops the overnight, meals, and short rest periods.
nitltiphier" concept, vehicles ma-intain a constant Figure 1 is a projection of the movement era division
tine spacing, with each driver keeping behind the over a single road for distances up to 300 miles. Each
precedipcg vehicle by a costant multiple of speed unit ofithe division is asumed to be ready to go when

T'he driver may be instructed to stay as many yards its road space is available. Travel time is computed
behind the preceding vehicle aE his speedometer with the following assumptions.
reading in miles per hour, or one vehicle-length for Average speed while traveling is 15 mph.
each 10 mph speed. This method is useful for control
and avoids an accordion-effect when there is a slow- o Maximum travel in a 24 hour day is 150 miles.
down at a particular place in the road. The mreplied The first two hours of travel are performed with-
10-yard vehicle length is based on driver peiception; out a rest period. For the next eight hours, enroute
the average military vehicle, according to Ref 3, is halts for food and rest averrge 15 minutes per hour,
about 7 yards long. Ten yards is used as the average so that a 10-hour trip inco,.)orates two hours of en-
tbr a vehicle with trailer. route halts.The two hours following this are used for

The speedometer multiplier will vary by type of travel without halts, so that a 12-hour trip includes
nmovement and type of road. If rapid movement is two hours of enroute halts and 10 hours of driving.
important, a normal formation with a speedometer This is followed by a 12-hour rest period and a simi-
multiplier of'2 probably will be used on a paved road. lar schedule on the following day.
More space is required on a dusty road, so a speedom-
eter muttiplier of 4 is used for gravel road computa-
tions. These are in the close column and open column
range, respectively. Additional spacing must be al THE EFFECT OF PART-TIME USE
lowed between units of'the division. A fhctor of 1.87
was used in Ref 4 and Table 1. This spacing makes The spacing and division length shown in Table 1
no allowance fbr actual or threatened air attack; and the movement, times given in F~g. 1 imply that
countermeasures would probably involve increasing the diision will make essentially full use o'fone lane
the spacing between vehicles, traveling at night with of the road. Cross-traffic is permitted by the inter-
dimmed lights, and slower speeds. If division and unit spacing factor. But if the road must bs shared
.uppl, movements were equally handicapped, the with other high-priority military traffic, the spread
redeployment/resupply ratio would remain una- between the first and last elements of the division
lbected. Probably the weight of these countermneas- will be lengthened. If the threat of air attack re-
Lires '%ould fall more heavily u.,on division move- stricts the movement to hours of darkness, rear ele-nient. which would tend to increbse the rede- mentis must make a daytime halt and wait untii the

ploymentiresupply ratio. next period of darkness to complete the move. The
lDiviin deployment time can be estimated from extent of this delay depends on whether units can

Table 1, ofAppendix II to Ref. 3. Tanks average 15 find concealment almost anywhere along the road,
iph and 150 miles per day (mpd); towed artillery, 20 or must be in one of a few specified concealment
iph and 140 mpd. The 15 mph speed is c-onsistent areas.

wit h Table 2 of Ref. 4 lbr paved or gravel rmads in Figures 4' and 3 illustrate the effect of these two
gooed or fiar condition, some vehicles can move faster, types of restrictions on the road capacity available to
and iight (to so iftheir earlier arrival were consid- the division. The movement used is the 120-mile de-
ered pret-rable to keeping the unit together on the ploynment for which, as Fig 1 shows, the first ele-
road. Overall deployment time will be limited by the ments of the division will arrive at their destination



Table 1

LENGTH OF A DIVISION MOVEMENT

Paved Road Gravel Road

Speedometer multiplier used 2 4

Vehicle spacing (gap)* at 15 mph 30 yards 60 yards

Total inter-vehicle spaces for 120,000 yards 2-40,000 yards
4000-vehicle movement = 70 miles 140 miles

Total spacing, including spacing
between units; 1.87 times tota!
of inter-vehicle spaces 130 miles 260 miies

Total length of individual 35,000 yards 35,000 yards
",,ehiclest 20 miles = 20 miles

Total iength of division
movement (road distance)* 150 miles 280 miles

Time to pass a given point at 10 hours 18 hours
15 mph' 20 rmin

'These tarms are from Fig. 8-1, Ref. 5.
WVehicles averaging 7 yards.-trailers averaging 3 yards
tNot including enroute ha,,Its.

[ CWn~t~.2f54. - km it by rucei waod

!45 0.O, 9t-~fft if by paed ,o*d

36 - L•.d.n °°°."n of Ib* dSI .........

30 W 0 120 -W M 210 2-0 -- 0 3M0

Fig. I-Division deployment time by a single road without a3r attack
ar ground oppositirn
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7(- 168- 10 hours after leaving their initial point, provided

ariv afe 20husi h road is paved and after

28 our 40minutes if the road is not paved.

.,,p~6, I byThe situation illustrated in Fig. 2 is that of a divi-

avalailtyevenly spread during the 24-hour day.
Travl tme fr idiviuelvehicles is not affected,

sibut tenumber of division vehicles that can use theF road in a given hour is reduced to some percent of ther *..*norm9l road capacity indicated by Table 1, This
2'L \,,****would be the case, for example, if other military

movements were required to share the same road atI 36 
..-.24 J by .nc.pedro... the same time; or if two-way traffic had to be main.-

12,eAt-cl ofl~dnqa" tamned over a one-lane section by using it alternately

0  1 1 ___ ~ for outbound and for inbound traffic, or if the load of
0 15 25 or) cross-traffic were heavier than that which could be

0-5 0,0.W-bI.y lot *~ d-i interspersed between organizational elements of the

Fig 2-.'Fire r~r a 120-mile division deployment with division.
part-time use of a single ro;ad: avaiilability spread The situation illustrated in Fig. 3 concerns a divi-

evenly over 24-hour day sion which has full use of a road for a designated
block of time out of a 24-hour day, but which cannot
use the road for the remainder of the time. This
would apply, for example, when roads are unsafe to
use in daylight, because of possible attack or a desire

216 for covert movement, or which are not safe to use at
204. night, because of mines or sabotage, or in exf reniely

192 difficult terrain. For the computations in Fig. 3t itI. was assumed that units could halt wherever they--
were at the end of the road-use period, and that they
couid resume travel from that location at the begin-:~ ~ ning of the next use period. If it is necessary to look

8~ for cover or camouflage vehicles, the time required

L opl ~to do this should be subtract ed from the time that
10- 20- otherwise would be available for travel. The leading

I element cf the division starts over the road at the
4 96-8 beginning of the time block representing the usable

8o'4 " portion of the day; other units follow at the spacing
3 - 72 - of Table 1 until the eiid of this time block. Depar-

60 V tures resume at the beginning of the time olock on
2 the following day.

36.............. ......

12 -2,l~ 1 MOVEMENT BY RAIL

1~tim I-* bloc6 Ic.0bi Fo vl-m* of rea The division may move by train for the major

-' part of the redeployment distance, using its organic
Fig 3m--Tmine for a 120-mile division deployment with " ~ t*

of road for one block of time each 24-hour day railway loading point, and from the railway unload-
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ing point to the destiaation. Military units were Troops are assumed to subsist on K-rations or other
nmoved over long distance& in this manner before the fbod not requiring preparation on this sort of a move,

days of full mechanization or motorization, and also to forgo the troop sleepers and kitehen cars
Railway car requirements tbr division equipment typical )f wartime troop trains in the continental

are not determined by weight, but by vehicle length. U.S.
The lengths of individual railway flatcars, the num- Thus the total requirement fbr division personnel
ber ofcars per train, and the resulting train capacity and materiel is calculated to be between 70 and 80
will vary according to railway system and route. To trains. These might be grouped into longer or
predict how many trains are required to move the shorter trains for the actual move, depending on the
division, factors such as gradient, locomotive size, characteristics of the railway line. If they were given
railway practices fbr assigning more than one priority over other traffic, thtv might move over the
locomotive per train, and the lengths of passing sid- railway line at a rate of one every hour or two, de-
ings on single track must be considered. For the pro- pending on the frequency of long passing sidings,
jections given here, it is assumed that a train is 40 and thereby tie up a sing!e-track railway for 3 to 7
cars, and that a car may be a 40-foot flatcar, a boxcar days. A double-track main line could move the trains
with 30 tons of supplies or non-vehicular equipment, in a day or less; so could a single-track line if it were
or a freight car carrying 50 troops. We have also not necessary to return empty trairs by the same
assumed that flatcar loading is 90 percent efficient, route during the division movement and if the sign,
so that 36 fbet of vehicle, on the average, goes on a system would permit.
40-foot flatcar. A more significant constraint may come from

The vehicles of an infantry division total 35,030 roiling stock supply or from loading and unloading
yards in length, and w'il require 2900 flatcars, or 73 facilities. Few railway stations can handle several
trains, to transport them. This assumes that the non- 40-car trains simultaneously. Total divisian require-
organic trucks move with the division; if no!, the ment for 2800 to 3200 freight cars may be compared
division length is reduced by about 1600 yards, and to some national freight car inventories for Eastern
the railway equipment requirement is for 2800 flat- Eu -rom Ref. 6). This would be a significant slice
cars, or 70 trains. o example, Hungary's 19,000 freight cars, par-

Requirements for troop transport will depend on ticularly as the only usable cars for most of the move
whether any troops can move in their entrained are flatcars and removable-side gondolas that can be
vehicles. Yf all troops move in separate cars at 50 converted into flatcars. The Czechoslovak inventory
men per car, the division's 16,000 troops will require of 13-,000 could also be tapped, but the Soviet fleet
an additional 320 cars, or 8 trains. Freight cars are is the wrong gauge.
"used in this arithmetic because passenger cars are Both the railway equipment factor and the load-
not always available for surge troop movements. ing problem may stretch out the movement over sev-
One passenger coach loaded to capacity can be sub- eral days, permitting indikidual trains to make sev-
stituted for 2 freight cars. Thus, a troop train is ap- eral trips and reducing the impact on track capacity.
proximately 20 passenger cars with 100 men per car.
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III. MOVING A DAY OF SUPPLY

REQUIREMENTS hours, a single paved road could carry 11,760 tons
per day and a single gravel road 4960 tons, sufficient
tonnage to support 18 divisions if the road is paved

Supply consumption rates vary with the pace of and 7 divisions if it is not. Other needs and mainte-
activity in the division area, and Ref. 2 gives an nance may take a much larger bite out of capacity;
interesting collection of World War II levels in Ap- and if the supply trucks have only 12 hours' use of
pendix B. For example: the road per average day, the resulting capacities

in Europe, February 24 to March 28, 1945: a day are 7056 and 2976 tons, still sufficient to support
of supply was 42.6 pounds per man per day in the several divisions. Road capacity available for divi-
combat zone, and 75 pounds per man per day in the sion supply transport is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function
communications zone. (POL and engineer supplies of the hours per day of road used allocated to this
used to move things forward through the COMMZ task. Note that the road capacity available for resup-
outweighed, on a pounds-per-man basis, the addi- ply, in terms of v-hicles per hour or per day moving
tional ammunition consumed in combat)

In the European theater during World War II, a 12 - I

day of supply for an armored division irf the attack 1 11,760torm

was about 650 tons per day; and that figure was used 18

for this study.
10-

SUPPLIES BY ROAD 7 " a,* t,

Road Capacity "• 7.[

We assume that 163 trips per day by a fleet of 'R

2/.-ton trucks loaded to a 4-to. average load could T w ro- vII crovol •W4.%0 tom

handle the division resupply mission. This would re- "... .
quire about 1.1 hours' use of a two-lane paved road, • 4
or 2.6 hours' use of a two-lane gravel road, according
to the truck flow rates of Ref 4. These capacities (147 .... "
trucks per hour 1br a paved road and 62 trucks per 24 .•,,o....c.
hour for a gravel road with moderate dust condi- .",pey .f.er~
tions, when the road is wide enough to permit two- '( I onsperY) --
way traffic flow) apply to continuous supply oper- o I I . j 1
a ons and are averages, not maxima for a particular 0 5 5•1 5 ,o 20h 21

peak-load day. If the road could be made available Tim. block ovaible flo d,,json, o, of rod
for thie~e mnilitary supply convoys for 20 hours perday, with other military traffic, civilian use and Fig. 4-Hours per day Wdistributed) and percent ofda. wsteady-state road capacity available for division
maintenance all performed in the remaining 4 supply convoys

8
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over the road, is considerably less than the capacity 4W

available for division movement. Principal reasons e_
for this are: (1) that moving the division is a surge
demand, during which it is possible to postpone -ivil- .?
ian traffic, routine maintenance and other activities ! o
that reduce total road capacity in the long term; (2) • 2-
moving a division is also a surge activity for the
drivers, who can observe shorter spacings for a sin-
gle urgent deployment, maintaining a higher level of 160
alertness and breathing more dust, tnan they would i At 23 .,p

be permitted to do day after day in convoys of supply
vehicles. 4

The road capacities for supply movement cited
above allow for added vehicle spacing on gravel

roads, because trucks are moving in both directions 3Do 60 90 o 120 150 , 2.1 24 00

and must pass through dust clouds raised by vehicles O,,n, o.. . , & ,;-y oe. ... po-l to dehno.. (-,,0,)

proceeding in the other direction. If supply trucks Fig. 5--Truck reqdirements for a 65-ton daily

move over the road with the same spacing as units delivery rate, road availablik toz use at all

being deployed, road capacity would be about 400 hours, "non-surge" operation

trucks per hour on a paved road or 220 tru..ks per
hour on a gravel road. At those rates, a paved road
would support ab'out 50 divisions and a gravel road road with 15 hours ofactual driving per 24-hour day.
about 27 at these active-combat consumption levels. Use of relief drivers obviates the necessity for over-

It does not appear feasible to maintain continu- night halts in cases where the haul is too long for

ous operations at these surge rates over the entire personnel to drive straight through with only short

road system, but short-distance surge-rate operation rest and meal stops.

can be maintained at a few Icual bottlenecks. The following examples may illustrate the effect
of a part-time road closure more easily than can be
done with graphs. Truck utilization can be varied by

Trucks Needed changing the operating schedule fbr the supply
truck convoys, so it is easier to discuss specific illus-

The number of vehicles needed for a resupply op- trations than to generate rules that are effbctive un-
eration depends on the length of the haul, and on der many conditions.
loading, unloading and maintenance time require- The example used is a 120-mile haul over a paved
ments. If the road is availabie only a few hours per road. Figure 5 shows that H11 operational trucks are
day, as plotted earlier fcr deployment (Fig. 3), this needed to maintain the supply flow when the road is
moy increase the number of vehicles required by open at all hours.
reducing their utilization. Also, previous assump- The one-way travel time, including enroute halts,
tions of truck size and loading will not hold for cer- is 6 hours 15 minutes. If the division's day-of-supply
tain road conditions. is moved in a single convoy, the convoy will include

Figure 5 shows truck requirements for delivery of 163 trucks, and the last vehicle of the convoy will
650 tons per day, as a function of distance, for two start and finish the journey 66 minutes behind the
operating speeds selected from Ref. 4: 23 mph, for a first vehicle. From the first departure until the last
paved road in fair condition in flat to undulating arrival, the road time required by the convoy is 7
terrain, and 17 mph, for a paved or grav-1 road in hours 21 minutes. The fbllowing conditions apply to
fhir to good condition in hilly terrain. A uniform single-convoy operations:
allowance for enroute halts is used; 10 minutes per
hour on the road, which is 10 minutes stopped and 1. If the road is open 16 hours a day, each truck
50 minutes of driving per hour at the appropriate can make one round trip daily, and 163 opera-
operating speed. The road is assumed to be available tional trucks will handle the supply mission.
24 hours per day. Trucks average 18 hours on the 2. If the road is open 8 hours a day, 325 trucks
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will be needed, each making a round trip every SUPPLIES BY RAIL
two days.

3. For an intermediate-length open period of 12 Railway trainloads of supplies are more likely to
hours, the truck requirement depends on be limited by weight than by train length. Hence a
where the trucks must be when the road is precise ratio of (the number of trains required to
closed. If' they are required to be at one end or move a division) to (the number of trains required to
the other of the supply line, each truck will still move a day of supply) will depend on the characteris-
require two days per round trip and 325 trucks tics of the railway line over which they will move.
will be needed. On the other hand, if this 12- For a general estimate, the 30-ton boxcar
hour stop can be made anywhere along the capacity used for moving division non-vehicular
road, if trucks can be serviced wherever the equipment should be close enough. This implies 22
stop is made, and if ioading or unloading times carloads (or 0.55 of a 40-car train) to move the 650-
can be limited to 15 minutes each. an in- ton daily supply load for the division. If the division
dividual truck can make a round trip in 13 does not have direct rail access to its supply point ,
hours of road use, or 1.08 operating periods, the division's organic trucks, supplemented by such
Hence, 176 operational trucks can maintain other vehicles as may be required, must distribute
the supply flow. the supplies at destination.
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IV. SOME COMPARISONS AND RATIOS

ROAD MOVEMENTS preliminary analysis have been based on a U.S.
Army infantry division, for which unclassified data
are readily available. But these ratios should gener-

The two preceding sections indicate a significant ally hold for a spectrum of military units where the
disparity between what it takes to rmoea division (or number ofinit vehicles and unit daily resupply ton-
to permit one to move itself) and what is required to
supply it for a day. If the limiting factor is road Figure 6 provides a eomograph for comparison of
capacity rather than the availability of vehicles, a the surge and steady-state caphbilities for various
standard ratio for comparison appears useful. The percentages of road availability.
term used for this is "redeployment/resupply rati, hercntagesof 'oa avilability.The comparison is quite sensitive to the underly-
defined as the ratio of two terms: irg logic that much more can be moved over a road

1. That portion of the road capacity available for in a short-term surge-type unit depioyment than in
redeployment moves which is required for mov- the same number of hours of average steady-state

ing a division in a single convoy on a single day. traffic flow. The 9.8 hours of road use by the division,
2. That portion of the steady-state capac:ty of the during which 4000 vehicles move over the road, cor-

road ovailable for supply movements whiL-h is responds to a steady-state capacity for moving 1250
required for truck movement of one day-of-sup- vehicles over the same type of paved road.
ply for the division. Now a 50 percent or 75 percent cut in capacity

would not substantially reduce the road's ability to
The redeployment of an infantry division de- support a division with supplies; but the effect of

scribed in Section II requires about 42 percent of a
day's capacity of a two-lane paved road; movement of
a divisional -day of supply requires 5.5 percent of the o- ot:h I**:on ditc~.s,.j In ,ecO•,t,
road capacity available for supply wivements, if the 9 11 o .doy I It

road is to be kept open to traffic an average of 20 ,.t t 20 •.r.

hours a day over the long term. If the road is not
paved, the division movement requires 78 percent of 7

day's capacity, while a day of supply requires 13 -

The redeployment/resupply ratios for this divi-- , •,.-
sion therefore are 7.6:1 ibr the paved road and 6:1 for
the gravel road. IL, ,-

But these ratios are dependent on a number of - ,
assumptions. For example, if larger supply trucks ".
with 8-ton average loads can be used, the supply DInlon 11 00 S1*'-•'("plply Z , " - "

movement capacity of the road is doubled, and the ,W;r....o - '
redeployment/resupply ratios rise to i5:1 for paved 0 - - • ,3

roads and 12:1 for gravel,

The redeployment/resupply ratios derived in this Fig. 6-Vehicles per day versus percent or road capacity
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such a re•duction on division redeployment might For railway move%, it is the ratio of 70 or 80 trains
have a significant military impact. The key question for deployment to 0.55 of a train for resupply or,
is the urgency of the division move, because the divi- respectively, 127:1 to 145:1.
sion can get through eventually if there is some re- The most important reason for thLs difference is
maining capscity (for example, if it is possible to that a division which is mobile over the road in its
bypass destroyed bridges), and the division also hag organic vehicles loses this when it moves by train.
some organic engineering capability to repair or get On the other hand, some sort of transport vehicles
around interdiction points. Table 2 will illustrate must be provided to haul supplies, whether by road
this. These reductions in capacity are to be main- or railway. Furthermore, vehicles are loaded less
tained over the period of interest, not just for a few efficiently cn railway cars than are ammunition, ra-
hours or a day. In a redeployment, the period is the tions and POL. A third reason for the ditrerence in

length of time rapid troop movements are of military ratios is that vehicles can operate closer together in
importance; fbr resupply, the period is generally a deployment than the average spacing for vehicles
longer, for example, the duration of the campaign in in regular supply convoys, and this factor reduces
the location served by the particular road. the redeployment/resupply ratio for road moves.

The same may be true of railways; b-it this question
has not been treated here because its effect will be on
track capacity rather than on the number of trains

RAILWAY MOVEMENTS required.
Clearly this analysis could be refined; but the

redeployment/resupply ratio for railways is so large

Using the assumptions outlined in the preceding that, even after a change by a factor of 5 or 10,
sections, the redeployment/resupply ratio for road redeployment requirements would dominate those
movement is: 7.6:1 or 6:1, depending on road type. of' supply transportation.

Table 2

COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF INTERDICTION ON REDEPLOYMENT

AND RESUPPLY TRAFFIC*

Fraction of Normal Road

Capacity Available

Type of Road 100% 50% 25% 10% 5%

Two-lane paved road:
(a) Days for division to pass 0.42 0.84 1.67 4.16 8.32
(b) Days to move a division's

day of supply 0.06 0.11 0.22 0.55 1.10
Ratio of(a) to (b) = 7.6:1

Two-lane gravel road:
(c) Days for division to pass 0.78 1.56 3.04 7.80 15.6
(d) Days to move a division's

day of supply 0.13 0.26 0.53 1.30 2.60
Ratio of(c) to (d) = 6:1

"AsuMP'rioNS: A single road is wed for the division redeployment or resupply, and
the division has exclusive ful-time use ofone lane of road, plus occasional use ofthe other
lane, during redeployment. During the resupply period, other traffic and road mainte-
nance requires 4 hours of" road use per day. Supply trucks carry 4-to:i loads. Capacities
for division redeployment nre the surge capacities of Section HI; capacities for resupply
traffic are the steady-stte capacities discussed in Section III.



V. IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERDICTION

The redeployment/resupply ratios derived from tion of road capacity by itself'. If movement delays,
this preliminary analysii3 indicate that in many tac- temporary vehicle shortages and major enemy re-
tical situations military units on the move are potert- planning are caused by these harassment attacks,
tially a more valuable target for counter-capacity the cumulative effect on the forthcoming ground ac-
interdiction than regular supply convoys. Interdic- tion may be decisive. A recent study" of the effects
tion attacks, actual or threatened, may also lead the of the World War II interdiction campaign in Italy
ground forces to increase the inter-vehicle road in- in the spring of 1944 (Operation STRANGLE) is of
terval to avoid presenting concentrated targets for particular interest. One conclusion of this study was
counter-vehicle attacks and, perhaps, to permit that
units to take cover more rapidly. These counter-
measures will add to the time required for the unit The elements of disruption and their syner-
to deploy and will waste road capacity. getic effects must be recognized as indispensa-

Another factor to be considered is that while a ble factors in evaluating the effectiveness of an

military unit is likely to move on a schedule based air interdiction campaign.'

on a time-dependent mission, supplies can be stock-
piled in the unit area to cover temporary gaps in Southeast Asian insurgencies, with small units
supply flow, or to meet peak consumption. It thus that redeploy on fbot and merge into the countryside

- seems even more likely that redeployment rather when attacked, are a different case; but in a Euro-
than resupply is the preferred offensive target, and pean context, perhaps the key role for interdiction is
should aiso be considered the more critical defensive in preventing, delaying and disrupting troop rede-
target. This may be true, as Ref. 7 points out, even ployment. In this case, a concept of interdiction
if the target is far behind enemy lines, which depends on harassing the flow of rations, POL,

A3 noted in the introduction, several factors and ammunition to the front may miss the most
related to interdiction of a unit movement or resup- profitable payoff.
ply have not been examined in this preliminary It is probably no coincidence that the nurmber-one
analysis. These factors, such as disruption at the success of air interdiction of land transportation to
embarkation and debarkation points, use of armed- date, the isolation of thp Normandy battlefield by
recce strikes to amplify the traffic congestion anid the destruction of bridges across the Seine and the Loire,
convoy control problems that would result from the was effective mainly against German combat units
road capacity reduction, and the enroute refuel and being redeployed to the front after the German com-
resupply problems that would similarly be mag- mand learned where the invasion was really being
nified could prove to be more damaging than reduc- mounted.
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